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Quick questions..

Real-Link is a proof of attendance solution and lone worker protection
tool that is ideal for the field service industry. Real-Link utilises a variety
of technologies such as NFC (Near-Field Communication) phones and
RFID tags.

By using Real-Link you will be able to immediately prove where your
employees went, at what time, and what they did whilst there. This data
can then be fed in real-time to any other system for further processing
and analysis, or may be viewed from Real-Link’s own web based back-
office application.

REAL LINK AT A GLANCE

RealLink is an app
dedicated for monitoring,
regular-checking and
digital reporting. 
It can be used in a variety
of contexts including but
not limited to incident
reporting, area manager
reporting, time and
attendance, asset checks, 
toilet/fire doors/noise
checks, lone worker
rounds. 

WHAT IS REAL-LINK?

Do you want to keep track of where your employees have been and
when?
Do you want to be able to capture details of equipment that has been
maintained, implemented or removed without having to pay a fortune for
a system that runs on an expensive PDA style device?

 If you answered 'yes' then  Real-Link is the perfect solution for your    business



Basic information about each piece of equipment can
be recorded - type, ID, name, comments etc.
The service engineer is able to access information
about the customer and device while on site by
simply touching the device RFID tag with their phone.
Data they later record with the phone such as parts
used, comments, photos, expenses etc, i
automatically uploaded to the main back-office
system
See how much time service engineers are spending at
actual customer sites and on travelling. A full
breakdown of each engineer's profile can be seen-
everything they did during that day-customers visited,
miles driven, expenses recorded etc.
Take a look at the history of each piece of equipment
to see everything that has happened to it over a
chosen time frame. 

Key Functionality of
Real-Link Field Service
System

 Employee carries NFC-enabled mobile phone
containing Real-Link application
Visits locations and equipment that have pre-positioned
RFID tags
Touches tag with phone, which identifies who they are,
the equipment that they are in front of and their
location
The phone can display a set of options or instructions
relevant to that location, that the worker chooses from-
this may be a simple list of  choices or a data entry
request (test details, equipment condition etc.)
The data is instantly transmitted via GPRS telephone
network in real-time which is viewable via a web-based
log-in 

 

How does REAL-LINK
work?
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RealTime DC provides 
Real-Link services for the
following:  
 
building sites,
outdoor events, 
facility management companies,
schools, colleges, universities, 
multiple-site businesses, 
casual labouring, 
bar, restaurants, nightclubs, 
security companies and many more... 

Affordable Integration
We understand that most businesses do not have
unlimited money to spend on technology.
 
This is the reason that most of our software solutions are
charged on a monthly or quarterly basis instead of a large
upfront cost. We offer free support and guidance.

For more information please
feel free to contact us:

Equipment Maintenance
The RFID tag enables you to uniquely identify each piece of
equipment. Real-Link’s back office system includes details of
where it is and all historical data about it’s maintenance. 
 
Each time the equipment is maintained the employee simply
has to touch the tag with his phone to bring up information..
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REAL-LINK is easy to use, quick to deploy, and it can be
fully customised for your operations, or delivered and
used straight out of the box with our standard set-up.
 
RealTime DC makes everything as easy as possible for
you providing full support, set-up and training.


